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“�...We�are�providing�adults�and�children�With�a�lifelong�

tool�that�can�help�them�overcome�the�nightmare�of�

stress�in�their�lives.”

BoB roth Executive Director  

David Lynch Foundation



Dear Friends:

I spoke recently to leaders attending the 
annual meeting of The California Endowment 
(TCE), a billion dollar nonprofit, which seeks 
out and administers solutions to the health 
problems of California’s at-risk populations. 
In recent years, TCE has come to recognize 
trauma and toxic stress as the “number one 
health epidemic” among America’s at-risk 
populations.

The California Endowment is obviously not 
alone in targeting the health hazards of  
stress among our underserved youth and 
adults. Workplace stress has been called  
“the black plague of the 21st century,” and 
modern medicine offers little or nothing 
substantive, no magic pill or treatment, to 
either prevent stress or, once we have too 
much stress, cure it.

The “Stress Spectrum,” which extends 
from repeated traumatic experiences on 
the battlefield (or growing up in a violent 
home) to the aggregation of daily anxieties 
and agitations that come from too many 
traffic jams and financial worries and family 
squabbles, is all pervasive in our modern 
society.

The medical understanding of the devastating 
impact of stress on mental and physical 
health, behavior, relationships, productivity, 
etc., is not a pretty picture. In fact, an 
estimated 80 percent of all diseases are said 
to be either caused by stress or exacerbated 
by stress.

In the past few years, we have seen a 
deepening and expanding interest in non-
medicinal, noninvasive, evidence-based 
approaches to preventing and treating 
stress, along with the deepening and 
expanding interest in the work of the David 
Lynch Foundation (DLF). DLF offers a 
simple meditation practice, known as the 
Transcendental Meditation (TM) technique  
to address the epidemic of trauma and  
toxic stress among at-risk populations.

Our theme for 2015 is “Surviving to Thriving.” 
That says it all. Because through our work 
with at-risk populations such as students 
in underserved schools, abused women in 
shelters and veterans serviced by veterans’ 
organizations, we are providing adults and 
children with a lifelong tool that can help  
them overcome the nightmare of trauma and 
stress in their lives. But far more than that, 
research shows these same tools can promote 
mental and physical resilience, develop the 
brain, improve cognitive function, boost 
creativity and productivity and markedly 
improve behavior. 

In the following pages you will read about 
some of our key programs now underway 
around the nation. The success of these 
programs provides a glimpse into what we 
believe heralds a sea change in the way we 
as a nation deal with the epidemic of trauma 
and stress – with a direct impact on how we 
educate our young, heal our veterans and 
rehabilitate those who have fallen through  
the social safety nets.

We have the support of the medical 
community – and within a few years, we hope 
the support of government funding as well. In 
the meanwhile, our task ahead is simple and 
bold: to raise sufficient funding and oversee 
the proper implementation and evaluation 
of our programs into all areas of society on 
a large scale so that we can effect systemic 
change and help to lift millions of Americans 
out of the nightmare of trauma and stress. 

With warmest regards,

Bob Roth
Executive Director



our�mission�
The mission of the David Lynch Foundation is to help prevent and eradicate the 
all-pervasive epidemic of trauma and toxic stress among at-risk populations through 
promoting widespread implementation of the evidence-based Transcendental Meditation 
(TM) program in order to improve their health, cognitive capabilities and performance  
in life.

the�evidence�supporting�our�approach
The effectiveness of our programs has been investigated at leading medical schools, 
including Harvard, Yale, UCLA and Stanford. In fact, over 340 peer-reviewed studies, 
including research funded by more than $26 million in grants from the National Institutes  
of Health and $2.4 million in grants from the US Department of Defense, document the 
wide-ranging benefits of TM for markedly reducing stress, improving overall health and 
boosting creativity and performance.



“�i�think�every�school�in�america�deserves�the��

fundamental�right�to�have�the�Quiet�time�program.��

this�is�a�small�investment�to�be�made.�it’s�transforming�

lives.�it’s�transforming�neighborhoods.�and�it�Will�

transform�our�society.”

CarLos GarCia superintendent (ret.) 

san Francisco Unified school District



1  David Lynch Foundation.   2  WestEd 2014. In Review.   3  Ibid.

Quiet�time�//�
AN EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVE

The David Lynch Foundation Quiet Time Program works with underserved communities, 
helping foster and sustain positive learning environments. Through the introduction of 
stress-reducing, evidence-based meditation to the entire school community – students, 
teachers and principals alike – this innovative program has effectively increased learning 
readiness and wellness while simultaneously decreasing teacher burnout as well as 
student truancy.

year-end�update

This year, the DLF expanded the Quiet Time Program to four new schools in Los Angeles 
and San Francisco and established its first programs in New York City and New Haven, 
reaching more than 2,000 at-risk students throughout the year.

Internationally, DLF continued its work with students in Thailand, Ecuador and Oaxaca, 
providing training in the TM technique to over 7,000 students. 

key�results�from�2014

•  35% reduction in anxiety and anger, 40% decrease in fatigue and significant 
improvement in GPA among transitional students1

•  Significant reduction in suspensions among San Francisco high school students2

•  Significant improvement in academic performance among San Francisco  
high school students3



david�lynch�foundation�partner�schools�//

Bronx High School for Law and Community Service, New York City // Brooklyn Urban Garden Charter School, New 

York City // Teach for America, New York City // Academia Semillas del Pueblo, Los Angeles // Alliance Alice M. 

Baxter College-Ready High School, Los Angeles // Aspire Ollin University Preparatory Academy, Los Angeles //
Aspire Pacific Academy, Los Angeles // Frederick Douglass Academy Middle School, Los Angeles // KIPP Academy 

of Opportunity, Los Angeles // New Village Girls Academy, Los Angeles // Chicago Public Schools | District Office, 

Chicago // Village Leadership Academy, Chicago // College for Creative Studies, Detroit // Ideal Academy Public 

Charter School, Washington, D.C. // Ivymount School, Washington, D.C. // New Horizons School, New Haven // Five 

Keys Charter School, San Francisco // Phillip & Sala Burton High School, San Francisco // John O’Connell High School, 

San Francisco // John Muir Elementary School, San Francisco // Lowell High School Wellness Center, San Francisco // 

Redwood High School, San Francisco // Visitacion Valley Middle School, San Francisco 



4  Military Medicine 178 (7): 836-40, 2013.

operation�Warrior�Wellness�//�
HEALING AMERICA’S VETERANS

We are deeply committed to serving those who serve our country. Five years ago, we 
launched Operation Warrior Wellness (OWW), the Armed Services and Veterans division 
of the David Lynch Foundation. Since then, TM has proven effective in rapidly and 
profoundly reducing symptoms of post-traumatic stress (PTS) and depression by nearly 
50 percent, helping veterans, military personnel and first responders across the country to 
regain healthy and fulfilling lives.

year-end�update

This year we provided a comprehensive course of TM instruction to more than 550 
veterans, first responders, cadets and their families. Highlights include: 

•  San Diego VA Health Care System: 280 veterans received TM instruction at the facility  
as part of a randomized controlled study on TM and PTS, funded by a $2.4 million grant 
from the Department of Defense. Results will be released in 2016. 

•  Dwight D. Eisenhower Army Medical Center: 80 active-duty servicemen and women 
suffering from traumatic brain injury (TBI) received TM training as part of an ongoing 
randomized-controlled study on TM and TBI. 

key�results�from�2014

The first findings from the study at Dwight D. Eisenhower Army Medical Center, published 
in Military Medicine, found that TM reduced both number and amount of medications  
used among traumatic brain injury patients.4

“�transcendental�meditation�has�taken�the�stress�out�of�my�life�–�it�

has�made�me�relax,�the�anger�is�gone,�the�irritability�is�on�a�lesser�

scale,�and�i’m�sleeping.�i�used�to�get�three�hours�of�sleep�a�night,��

but�since�i�started�[transcendental�meditation],�i’m�often�getting�

eight�to�ten�hours�a�night.”

JaCE BaDia, service-disabled iraq veteran





rosEmonDE PiErrE-LoUis

Commissioner, nYC mayor’s office  

to Combat Domestic Violence

“�We�have�seen�our�clients�and�

their�children�gain�so�much�from�

this�simple�meditation�techniQue.�

clients�often�express�to�staff�hoW�

tm�has�provided�them,�for�the�first�

time,�With�an�opportunity�to�focus�

on�their�oWn�healing�process�in�

a�safe,�Quiet�place�Where�they�

feel�supported�and�empoWered.�it�

reduces�their�anxiety,�alloWs�them�

to�connect�With�other�survivors,�

and�teaches�them�an�important�

stress�reduction�tool�that�they�

can�use�every�day�to�manage�the�

crises�and�emergencies�that�they�

often�confront.”



5  Brooklyn Family Justice Center. 2013.   6  Ibid.   7  Ibid.

Women’s�health�initiative�//
EMPOWERING SURVIVORS OF ABUSE

The DLF Women’s Health Initiative addresses the crippling impact of violence and abuse 
on women and their children.

Through partnerships with leaders in the fields of domestic violence, military sexual 
assault and human trafficking both in the U.S. and around the world, the Women’s Health 
Initiative brings the healing and empowering influence of TM to women and children  
who need it most.

year-end�update

The Women’s Health Initiative continues to scale up its work with the Family Justice 
Centers, an initiative of the NYC Mayor’s Office to Combat Domestic Violence. Over the 
past year, we have increased our course offerings at the Brooklyn Center, expanded to 
the Bronx Center, and laid the foundation to begin classes at the Manhattan Center 
shortly. Thus far, more than 100 women, children and staff have been trained, and the 
response has been overwhelmingly positive. 

key�results�from�2014�

Data collected by the Brooklyn Family Justice center revealed that meditating clients 
benefitted from: 

• 33% reduction in symptoms of post-traumatic stress5

• 25% increase in overall well-being6

• 64% increase in overall life satisfaction7 



the�hiv�Wellness�initiative�//
NEW PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

The devastation caused by HIV/AIDS undermines the lives of more than 1.1 million 
Americans. To help combat the illness’ crippling symptoms, the David Lynch Foundation 
launched its HIV Wellness Initiative in 2014. Through the introduction of the TM 
technique, the Initiative allows people living with HIV to reduce anxiety and stress and 
increase energy and vitality – significantly improving, and even transforming, their 
outlooks on life. 

progress�to�date

The HIV Wellness Initiative partnered with the San Francisco AIDS Foundation (SFAF),  
a leader in the fight against the illness. Over the past two years, the Initiative has brought 
TM to more than 150 clients and staff at SFAF. 

 

key�results�from�2014�

The effectiveness of the TM technique in improving quality of life among SFAF clients  
has been the subject of two research studies, conducted by the University of 
Pennsylvania and by SFAF itself. Key results include:

• 22% improvement in emotional well-being 8 

• 39% decrease in depressive symptoms 9 

• 42% improvement in general health 10

• 43% increase in vitality 11

• 51% decrease in HIV-related physical problems 12

8  AIDS Care 25 (10): 1291-7, 2013.   9  San Francisco AIDS Foundation. 2014. In Review.

10  AIDS Care 25 (10): 1291-7, 2013.   11  Ibid.   12  San Francisco AIDS Foundation. 2014. In Review.



“�i�have�heard�stories�of�groWth�and�development�

among�the�many�clients�of�the�san�francisco�aids�

foundation.�it�has�been�a�Wonderful�success.”�

nEiL G. GiULiano CEo, san Francisco aiDs Foundation



the�fifth�annual�change�begins�
Within�gala

Co-hosted by Jerry Seinfeld and  
David Lynch, the Gala honored Hugh 
Jackman and his wife Deborra-Lee 
Furness and retired FDNY 
Commissioner Salvatore Cassano. 
Proceeds helped to bring TM to 
veterans and first responders in  
New York City. 

launching�the�dlf�new�york��
3-year�action�plan

This intimate evening featured hedge 
fund leader Ray Dalio and award- 
winning filmmaker Martin Scorsese, 
who enthralled audience members 
with rare personal stories of their path 
to success and the role that TM played 
in their lives. Bob Roth presented the 
DLF New York City action plan to 
teach TM to 10,000 at-risk youth, 
domestic violence victims,  
and veterans. 

a�conversation�with�cameron�diaz

Hosted at Donna Karan’s Urban Zen 
Foundation, the event was attended  
by New York City’s business and 
fashion leaders and featured a Q&A 
session with actress Cameron Diaz. 
Funds raised from the evening helped 
support the DLF’s New York City 
Action Plan.

From left: Cameron Diaz and Bob RothFrom left: Bob Roth, Ray Dalio,  
and Martin Scorsese 

From left: Salvatore Cassano,  
Deborra-Lee Furness, and Hugh Jackman



town�hall�on�transcendental�meditation,��
creativity,�performance

Ray Dalio, Dr. Mehmet Oz, Arianna Huffington, chef Mario 
Batali and other business and thought leaders shared their 
passion for the practice of Transcendental Meditation during 
this Town Hall in Manhattan, which was attended by 500 New 
York CEOs and other business professionals. New York Times 
financial columnist Andrew Ross Sorkin moderated. 

night�of�harmony

Grammy award-winning music producer Rick Rubin was 
honored during this festive gala in Los Angeles with the 
“Lifetime of Harmony” award. The evening featured 
performances from the Dixie Chicks, Jake Bugg and  
Damien Rice. All proceeds benefitted at-risk, inner-city  
youth in Los Angeles.

From left: Natalie Maines and Martie Maguire  
of the Dixie Chicks

From left: Andrew Ross Sorkin, Ray Dalio,  
and Mario Batali

Ringo Starr and friends

ringo starr tribute 

the�benefit�concert�in�los�angeles�

honored�ringo�with�the�dlf’s�

“lifetime�of�peace�and�love�award”�

and�featured�performances�of�ringo’s�

music�by�ben�folds,�Joe�Walsh,�ben�

harper,�the�head�and�the�heart�and�

ringo�himself.�ringo�also�announced�

the�launch�of�his�“peace�and�love�

fund”�to�support�dlf�programs�for�

at-risk,�inner-city�youth.�



“ New research shows that [Transcendental Meditation] could 
help play a role in HIV patients’ mental and physical health.”
Time, October 30, 2014, “How meditation may help people with HIV” 

“ Tip of the day: The David Lynch Foundation is very worthy.”

The O’Reilly Factor, October 1, 2014, “The David Lynch Foundation helping children”

“ Research shows meditating helps reduce heart attacks, blood 
pressure, and stress.”

Financial Times, July 28, 2014, “Meditate to sharpen your assertive edge”

“ Meditating students…fight and argue less, accomplish more 
and feel happier and less stressed.”
New Haven Independent, April 11, 2014, “TM chills out a high school”



 “ It seems like everyone is catching on and talking about it, 
from Oprah, to Heather Graham, to Russell Brand to Dr. Oz.” 

 Women’s Health Mag, February 17, 2014, “6 Benefits of Transcendental Meditation”

“ This practice…deserves serious attention from parents and 
policy makers. An impressive array of studies shows that 
integrating meditation into a school’s daily routine can 
markedly improve the lives of students.” 
San Francisco Gate, January 12, 2014, “Meditation transforms roughest SF schools”

“ [TM] has been proven to be effective for those suffering from 
stress and has seen an explosion of interest in recent years.”

Wall Street Journal, December 5, 2013, “Ohm for All” 

“  TM is like having a charger for your body and mind.” 
Jerry Seinfeld
GQ, September 2013, “The totally stressed out man’s guide to meditation”



William�kappenhagen
Principal of Phillip & Sala Burton High School in San Francisco 

Prior to Quiet Time (QT), Burton High School had been one of the highest suspending 
schools in the district for several years running. In the first two years of my tenure as 
principal, we instituted several practices to address the challenge of discipline issues  
and suspensions. Though these approaches were research-based, there was perhaps 
some very modest impact, but it was not significant, and our suspension rate remained 
very high.

In the first full year of Quiet Time, in my third year as principal, our suspensions went 
down 50 percent. In the next year they went down another 50 percent (a total of  
75 percent in two years). We had the same principal, same deans, same suspension 
practices. The only major change during this time was implementing Quiet Time.  
This is a remarkable transformation.

QT has contributed in big ways in how we have approached the building of a school 
culture and climate that is safe, calm and highly conducive to learning and growth.  
I see more focus, enthusiasm and positive interactions between students and teachers. 
Although I was highly skeptical of QT at first, now I am strongly supportive. It is a key 
component of our school transformation model. It provides a system-wide stress 
reduction intervention that helps all of our students and staff to be healthier, happier  
and more effective. In turn, it makes all of our school initiatives more successful.

Sincerely,

William Kappenhagen

William Kappenhagen has served as Principal of Phillip & Sala Burton High School in San Francisco since 2009.  

He received the San Francisco Unified School District award for “Principal of the Year” for 2009-2010.



vicki
Spouse of an Iraq war veteran

I am writing because I could not gather up enough strength to say this in person. I need  
to thank you two for making it possible for Kevin to participate in your course. As you 
know, TM helped – actually, TM saved Kevin. It transformed him into the man he was before 
war. Not only did you bring life back into Kevin’s heart and soul, you saved our marriage.

The night I met Kevin, I said to a girlfriend, “I will marry that man.” I wrote him a letter 
every day for three months while he was in boot camp, and I wrote him a letter, sometimes 
two, every single day for nine months while he was deployed. 

For the past year-and-a-half, Kevin and I were physically present in the same house, but  
we were not together. I actually moved in with my dad this January to give Kevin space  
and time to think. We went days without talking, and weeks without seeing each other.  
I was sure it was over. But then TM came into his life.

Ever since TM, I have my best friend back! For the first time in over a year, I have heard the 
words “I love you” and “You’re my angel.” I moved back in. The man I married four years 
ago is back. I truly cannot thank you enough for all that you are doing for this world by 
teaching TM. You are the reason Kevin and I are still married, and better than ever! 

Kevin used to have “stress sleep” where he would speak combat in his sleep, saying things 
like, “Stand behind me bro – I am bigger than you; I can take a bigger blast.” I would try  
and wake him, but then he wouldn’t know who I was or where he was. He used to wake  
up in the closet. He used to dodge around trash bags in the street thinking they were IEDs. 
Since TM, that has all stopped. 

Thank you so much for everything, and thank you for providing me the opportunity to take 
your course as well. I truly cannot even begin to express my gratitude and thanks. 

Vicki



traci
Coffee Creek Correctional Facility Inmate

The way I see this experience (the TM technique) is similar to healthy habits to stay 
clean and sober from drug addiction. You shouldn’t just practice once in a while. I feel 
this is something that should be practiced on a regular basis as a wonderful preventive 
maintenance against stress and other unwanted ailments in life. Therefore, I do honestly 
see myself continuing TM for most of my life.

There is a range of other benefits that I have experienced since I began practicing TM.  
I was trying to adjust to my entire life being turned upside down. I had slipped into 
depression that affected my job, my friends, and my peace of mind. I was also having 
nightmares five or six nights a week from a tragic car accident. Some of those 
nightmares were involving my ex-husband. I have endured 14 years plus of domestic 
violence. Some of the nightmares were me being attacked and others of me attacking 
him with pure hate and rage. 

In the seven months that I have been practicing TM, my depression isn’t there or not 
noticeable. In the last three months I have had one nightmare. The dreams with my 
ex-husband have changed. The feelings I have in those dreams are love. With the feeling 
of love for him I am able to see my past mistakes. I have been blinded by rage for the  
last four years almost nightly, until now. I am able to feel a real sense of peace now and 
happiness – even in prison.

Sincerely, 

Traci A.

Traci is serving the second year of a nine-year sentence at the Coffee Creek Correctional Facility  

and has been practicing Transcendental Meditation for six months.



norma
San Francisco AIDS Foundation Client

Thank you for making TM available to us at the San Francisco AIDS Foundation. TM has 
helped me tremendously, not just in releasing stress, but the benefits have extended to 
increasing my number of T cells (at last blood panel) and lowering my blood pressure  
to the point I no longer need medication.

When I began doing TM, my emotions were all over the place, as I had experienced a 
series of losses including the death of my mother. TM has helped me to get my emotions 
in check. 

Other people, including my doctors, therapist and psychiatrist, have also noticed the 
change that I attribute to TM. It is such a wonderful tool. I think that if everyone 
practiced TM this would be a better world.

Again, thank you so much for such a wonderful gift. May you get the blessings you 
deserve for making my life so much better through TM.

Sincerely,

Norma Azucar

Norma is a client of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation and has been practicing Transcendental 

Meditation for over a year. 
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Earned Revenue

n	 Major Gifts $ 5,665,000

n	 Individuals $ 713,078

n	 Foundations/Corporations $ 953,823

n	 Other $ 449,689

n	 Earned Revenue – DLF Live $ 252,453

n	 Earned Revenue – Gala/Events $ 1,396,191

n	 Earned Revenue – CLP $ 154,028

 Total $ 9,584,262

financial highlighTs



2014�expenses

2014�expenses� �
by�program�area

Grants and Awards $ 3,386,924

Programs/Departments $ 1,192,433

Occupancy $ 388,931

Shared Expenses $ 262,381

Gala and Events $ 1,201,106

Personnel – Programs $ 1,587,362

Personnel – Development $ 595,540

Personnel – Admin $ 279,078
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“ One of the many reasons I donate to DLF is the benefits TM has on almost anyone. In 
particular I like that they have a focus on at-risk populations such as veterans suffering 
from PTSD, women who are victims of violence, and inner-city school children.”  

mark�axelowitz  CIMA, Managing Director, UBS Private Wealth Management

 “ We knew we wanted to support DLF the minute we saw the results from its veterans 
and San Francisco school projects. The organization delivers a powerful technique that 
greatly improves the lives of people living in the most stressed environments. And it 
does so in a measurable, cost effective, caring and powerful way. DLF has the potential 
to make a real difference in our society. We will continue to give and grow our support.” 

Jane�ottenberg�and�richard�creighton



$500,000+ dalio� foundation,� inc.,� aileen� getty� foundation,� kathleen� and� Jonathan� rudney,� gilbert� younger $100,000 – $499,999  

rona�and�Jeffrey�abramson,�the�california�endowment,�rafael�david,�icap�services�north�america�llc,�barbara�and�bob�Jones,�kuehner�brothers�

foundation,�Joanna�plafsky,�barbara�steinmann,�Joan�Weberman $50,000 – $99,999 louise�and�ramani�ayer,�kam�and�William�buhler,�alcoa�

foundation,�avon�foundation,�the�dillon�fund,�Joni�and�kevin�kimberlin,�seen�and�frederick�landman,�roberta�lowenstein,�emily�and�david�

lynch,�microsoft�matching�gifts�program�matching,�barry�scherr,�the�stanley�and�Joyce�black�family�foundation,�sonia�and�paul�tudor�Jones��

$10,000 – $49,999�anonymous,�the�anne�and�ronald�abramson�family�foundation,�lindsey�adelman,�amy�allen,�Judd�apatow,�isaac�applbaum,��

autism�research�institute,�John�avellino,�mark�axelowitz,�begin�today�for�tomorrow,�albert�behler�and�robin�kramer,�betty�bennett,�theodore�

bergren,�better�u�foundation,�leslie�and�brian�brille,�gloria�and�terry�butler,�roberta�campbell,�michael�costa,�Jane�ottenberg�and�richard�

creighton,�mindy�nam�and�mark�dehnert,�the�dobbs�charitable�foundation,�el�rey�theater,�thomas�evans,�frank�feinberg,�david�ford,�eric�forst,�

Jean�fortunet,�Jane�fraser,�ron�frisch,�mary�beth�and�david�gaines,�eugene�goldenberg,�marilyn�and�nat�goldhaber,�olivia�harrison,�kenneth�

hirsh,�barbara�hudock,�katheryn�hudson,�michael�hyman,�indian�health�services,�diane�Jaffee,�peter�Janssen,�John�Jonas,�the�homer�a.�and�ida�

s.�Jones�charitable�trust,�the�lary�foundation,�michelle�la�mothe�and�Jean�karoubi,�toby�lieb,�nancy�and�bud�liebler,�mandy�logothetis,�george�

lucas�family�foundation,�larry�lucas,�christy�and�John�mack�foundation,�maharishi�ayurveda�products� international,�maharishi�foundation,�

michele�martinez-hixon,�Judy�mayfield�and�marc�Zimmerman,�nancy�shevell�and�paul�mccartney,�the�mcJ�amelior�foundation,�alan�meckler,�

douglas�meijer,�nok�foundation,�pamela�norick,�glenn�oratz,�mehmet�oz,�the�rbs�collection,�bob�ramsey,�alan�rosenfield,�alexandra�munroe�

and�robert�rosenkranz,�monica�and�phil�rosenthal,�rosenthal�family�foundation,�robert�roth,�mary�corson�and�Jonathan�sackler,�diane�sawyer�

and�mike�nichols,�mark�scharfman,�abe�and�kathryn�selsky�foundation,�george�shapiro,�stephen�smith,�ringo�starr,�george�stephanopoulos,�

howard�stern,�dwight�stuart�youth�fund,�kelly�behun�and�Jay�sugarman,�ann�tiernan,�merryl�and�James�tisch,�tithe�one�on,�universal�music�

group,�John�varvatos,�alexander�von�roon,�michael�vranos,�Warner�music�group�services,�may�Zawaideh,�adam�Zipper�

The David Lynch Foundation would like to recognize the generous support of our donors from January 2013 through  
December 2014. Each and every donor enables the David Lynch Foundation to deliver programs to populations suffering from 
the effects of toxic stress and trauma. For more information about giving opportunities, please contact the DLF’s Development 
office at 212.644.9880.



$1,000 – $9,999 anonymous,�akron�community�foundation,�maggie�alhadeff�battles,�tracy�allen,�philip�altheim,�lisa�and�paul�angerame,�

christian� anthony,� alatia� bradley� and� david� bach,� rogers� badgett,� heidi� balog� and� andrew� Jacobson,� band� from� tv,� nancy� barb,� frieda�

barna,�vidura�luis�barrios,�Joseph�barth,�alex�beene,�patricia�beene,�James�belilove,�Judy�benardete,�anthony�bergamo,�kimberly�and�alan�

berliant,�harriet�and�Warren�berman,�Jason�berry,�sener�besim,�anna�bidwell,�david�bishop,�cynthia�and�kevin�blauch,�marcy�bordeaux,�merrye�

schindler�and�abraham�bornstein,�stephen�braun,�brooklyn�bridge�rotary�club,�gary�bruder,�patrick�buchanan,�virginia�buhler,�lynn�buhler,�

charmaine�and�carter�burden�iii,�florence�v.�burden�foundation�at�the�recommendation�of�foundation�director,�charmaine�s.�burden�and�her�

husband�carter�burden,�missy�and�John�butcher,�stephen�butz,�Jan�and�alex�campbell,�mary�and�michael�carpenter,�peter�cartmell,�John�and�

margo�catsimatidis�foundation,�kathleen�and�Jerry�chamales,�howard�chandler,�ellen�and�richard�chassin,�karen�chesleigh,�diana�childress,�

timothy�cleland,�gail�cohen,�shelbourne�construction�corporation,�maryann�cooke,�adrian�copiz,�leslie�cornfeld,�Jessica�cosmus,�robert�

and�Jill�costas,�lou�coulson,�Jeffrey�crespin,�frances�d’alessio,�diana�davidson,�diane�and�Jim�davis,�donna�de�varona,�robert�debitetto,�ted�

dedrick,�anthony�delia,�ellin�and�ron�delsener,�ryan�demarti,�francesca�devito,�John�dittmar,�anisa�divine,�John�draper,�patrick�durkin,�claire�

and�albert�dwoskin,�John�eavers,�toni�and�henry�eckstein,�steven�eisenstadt,�leslie�and�bill�elkus,�kristine�elliott,�William�ellis,�kamuran�eravci,�

maya�spaeth�and�richard�esquinas,�neil�everett,�carolyn�and�Josh�ezrin,�roxanne�and�tom�factor,�caccivio�family,�rehana�farrell,�paula�loring�

and� ed� fasanella,� david� feinberg,� robert� feiner,� kathy� fields� lander,� taman� findikoglu,� blake� fogel,� kelly� fogel,� steven� fogel,� benjamin�

folds,�Jennifer�ford,�seabreeze�foundation,�John�l.�and�sue�ann�Weinberg�foundation,�teri�fournier,�ray�franczak,�pati�frey,�barry�friedberg,�

shira�and�stuart�friedman,�susan�friedman,�victor�gallo,�peter�gaslow,�russ�gerson,�William�gheen,�casey�gibbs,�olivier�giugni,�cal�glickman,�

global�architectural�services,�stephen�glover,�eleanor�bergstein�and�michael�goldman,�William�gould,�elliot�groffman,�kathleen�grzedzinksi�

and�peter�hermann,�Jeannette�gugelmann,�caryn�and�alex�halpern,�craig�handley,�Judy�and�tom�hansen,�david�hanson,�mariska�hargitay,�bill�

hart,�John�hartig,�antonia�hartley,�lane�hawley�cole,�William�heaton,�sara�and�mike�henry,�manuela�herzer,�ed�and�Joe�hill,�brook�hinchman,�

donald�hinkley,�penny�hintz,�elizabeth�and�phil�hirschhorn,�michael�holsman,�katherine�horan,�robert�hughes,�randy�hunt,�thomas�inck,�the�

Jackman�family�foundation,�heather�hartnett�and�Jonathan�Jarvis,�John�Jessen,�mia�Jung,�leila�kaljusto,�debra�kameros,�donna�karan,�Jason�

karp,�debra�kass,�camelia�kath,�nancy�and�doug�kay,�lauren�king,�anne�klass,�Jeffrey�koczela,�Jana�kohl,�sara�and�John�konhaus,�michael�



kubin,�rachel�and�greg�kurstin,�kathy�lamb,�evan�lamberg,�cindy landon,�eric�langemak,�Wendy�langman,�charles�lanzarotti,�april�lara,�

anita�lawson,�stuart�lerner,�david�letterman,�arthur�levitt,�margaret�and�dan�loeb,�george�and�nitzia�logothetis,�michael�logue,�emil�lucia,�

virginia�and�John�lyddane,�emmett�lynch,�scott�mager,�bhavani�mair,�Wendy�maitland,�nick�malis,�connie�mandel,�val�Warhaft,�reuben�mark,�

leslie�and�alan�marks,�catherine�martin,�John�mayer,�devi�mays,�michael�mcburnie,�sarah�mccain,�dan�mccarroll,�michael�mcdowell,�cynthia�

mcfadden,�mitzi�and�david�mclaren,�bandwagon�media�international,�eitan�melamed,�bailey�melton,�patricia�and�douglas�mercer,�paul�metselaar,�

heath�meyer,�anthony�e.�meyer,�eileen�miller,�ravi�mohan,�susan�moore,�susan�and�kevin�moore,�angelicque�moreno,�dorothy�morris,�olivia�morris�

fuchs,�kelly�myers,�osman�nalbantoglu,�peter�nelson,�david�neville,�paul�nickodemus,�nicholas�nikolov,�carol�nine,�karla�noble,�Jean�o’shea,�

steve�oestreich,�yoshihisa�padilla�lopez,�gregory�parker,�John�pemberton,�tsen-loong�peng,�mitzi�perdue,�ghislaine�perrier,�holly�peterson,�

James�petulla,�victor�pisante,�Jonny�podell,�theresa�podoll,�michael�posner,�barbara�potter,�sandy�price,�John�prigmore,�sharon�and�bob�prince,�

glenn�pushelberg,�patricia�Quick,�charles�radcliffe,�stewart�rahr,�don�reed,�keith�reinhard,�amy�reiss,�ronald�ringsrud,�leslee�rogath,�mark�

rogers,�paul�roochnik,�benjamin�rosen,�larry�rosenberg,�eric�rosenfeld,�norman�rosenthal,�thomas�roth,�robin�rothstein,�gaudenzio�roveda,�

vicky�and�Jack�rovner,�perri�peltz�and�eric�ruttenberg,�ruthanne�ruzika,�sophie�sabat,�scott�sanders,�liz�and�randal�sandler,�sawyer�family�

fund,�marcia�scanlon,�steven�schnapp,�douglas�schwab,�michael�seiman,�david�seltzer,�nadia�semczuk,�Joseph�sentef,�lori�shabtai,�robert�

shapiro,�seminar�crowds,�phyllis�sheridan,�karen�and�ben�sherwood,�steve�shiffman,�maria�shriver,�carrie�shumway,�gretchen�sierra,�martha�

and�Joseph�simons,�marla�and�tom�sinchak,�thareja�sleeper�charitable�foundation,�andrew�sommers,�robert�soros,�serina�and�steven�spence,�

adrian�spencer,�Jerry�speyer,�mita�spilo,�Joseph�steffa,�Janet�steinback,�starr�and�William�stixrud,�emma�stone,�James�sutherland,�Juliet�and�

holt�thrasher,�laura�ticciati,�James�tippmann,�Jeff�trott,� ivanka�trump�and�Jared�kushner,�robert�tucker,�tuning�the�student�mind,�turner�

construction�company,�kara�unterberg,�alejandro�valdecasas,�nicolas�van�dyk,�katrina�vanden�heuvel,�James�veltri,�stacey�verbeek,�steve�

verney,�mario�vitale,�anke�and�paul�volcker,�elizabeth�Wagg,�giselle�Wagner,�Jeffrey�Walker,�murray�Wasylnuk,�Jane�Wayman,�Jerry�Weinstein,�

darren�Weinstock,�Julie�Weintraub,�connie�Wethington,�James�White,�Jeffrey�Wilpon,�david�Winter,�monique�and�edgar�Winter,�debi�Wisch,�

ralph�Wolff,�kevin�Woodruff,�steven�yellin,�robertt�young,�Joshua�Zabar,�rajni�Zaldivar,�lauri�and�richard�Zarin,�dirk�Ziff,�marita�and�Walter�

Zimmerman,�raquel�Zimmermann,�virginia�and�rob�Zink,�robert�Zito,�krassi�Zourkova�



$500 – $999 anonymous,�sarah�and�gregory�agee,�omar�amanat,�peter�bacanovic,�constance�barron,�brian�barry,�nicholas�bedworth,�alexander�

beilin,�adam�belok,�diana�and�terry�betteridge,�robert�boiarsky,�lucy�boyle,�alice�brown,�maura�bulkeley�riccobene,�nancy�butterfield,�mary�and�

george�campbell,�elizabeth�and�bill�chait,�shannon�chappelle,�burt�chojnowski,�arthur�church,�mariann�conlon,�Joel�cook,�laurie�craighead,�

elizabeth�cutler,�michael�david,�marna�davis,�henry�davis,�Joyce�deep,�april�delaney,�cynthia�demoss,�roberta�denning,�diane�depisa,�Walter�

devasier,� priyanka� dhingra,� patricia� and� peter� dollive,� georg� eifert,� raymond� eisdorfer,� sooneeta� and� michael� eisner,� John� embow,� israel�

englander,�thomas�fabek,�michael�falbo,�grabe�family�foundation,�Jennifer�farnsworth,�dustin�fine,�nian�fish,�James�fleming,�James�frankel,�

mark�free,�robert�friedland,�Jean�fritsch,�matthew�gabriele,�patrick�gavin,�philip�gelatt,�anupam�ghose,�alan�goldberg,�brenna�gonderman,�

William�grant,�robert�greenfield,�Judith�greer,�marguerite�griffin,�bill�grous,�marc�halberstadt,�max�harris,�kelsey�henderson,�mary�kae�higgins,�

virginia�hughes,�christie�Janousek,�martin�Jenner,�eileen�Jennings,�debra�Johnson,�robert�Joly,�karen�Joyce,�Wendy�and�gary�kaplan,�eleanor�

kennedy,�michael�kennedy,�kimie�kimura-heaney,�steven�kolb,�steve�krone,�alexis�lamont,�suzanne�lawlor,�kevin�lee,�heidi�lender,�alexsandra�

leslie,�carmel�lobello,�rosemary�lucente,�ian�madover,�patty�manoff,�steen�marcuslund,�mary�mccartney,�bruce�mccollum,�lee�michel,�richard�

miller,�charles�miller,�charlotte�minor,�deborah�montaperto,�elisabeth�moser,�global�mother�divine�organization�usa,�dana�noonan,�shay�o’brien,�

ian�o’laughlin,�elizabeth�oliver-farrow,�robert�orr,�gerry�pass,�nancy�peet,�Jane�perelman,�regina�pitaro,�dan�pompa,�Jessica�powell,�michele�

Quesenberry,�michelle�rabinowitz�carney,�don�randolph,�michael�rayment,�amy�and�ray�rivers,�James�robbins,�paul�roden,�deborah�royce,�

monica�schenker,�victor�schoenbach,�alison�segel,�alvin�segel,�Jason�simus,�michael�sklar,�James�spry,�William�stclair,�Judy�stevens,�steve�

stovall,�debra�thompson,�ann�beth�and�michael�tinker,�susan�todd,�elizabeth�vequist,�igor�vukomanovic,�colleen�and�Jason�Wachob,�anthony�

Warren,�laurie�Waugh,�Wendy�Waugh,�Jayne�Whitman,�lewis�Wilson,�linda�Winkler,�deborah�Winshel,�russell�Wollman,�rick�Wortzel,�susan�

yeagley,�united�Way�of�central�new�york�



$250 +�emily�abrahams,�partap�ahuja,�amena�al�nowais,�chris�alexander,�marc�altheim,�cynthia�anderson,�Joan�andrews,�felice�appell,�Julia�

arnold,�gwen�m.�baldwin,�elvira�baston,�margo�baum,�mitchell�berliner,�courtney�bieger,�debra�and�ernie�blachowiak,�John�black,�mary�boies,�

christine�and�Joseph�boxerman,�Jennifer�braverman,�barbara�buffone,�mark�bunn,�shani�byrne,�elaine�cameron-oxman,�kevin�campbell,�scott�

catolico,�tracy�chadwell,�grace�chao,�catherine�chiou,�delia�collado-pessin,�kathleen�connor,�everett�cook,�lisa�curran,�rick�cutler,�phillip�

danielson,�patricia�davies,�lisa�de�narvaez,�carol�degiere,�nell�derick�debevoise,�tina�desalvo,�elisabeth�and�fred�devito,�rachel�dupont,�Jeff�

erber,�sue�ann�evans,�colleen�ferguson,�peter�fiorita,�megan�flanigan,�michael�forrest,�elizabeth�and�richard�forschmidt,�deborah�friedman,�

rachelle�friesen,�elizabeth�galt,�dorit�goldschmidt,�rita�and�hal�goldstein,�sarah�greenhill,�maya�grodinsky,�ellen�haddigan�and�musa�durgun,�

maria�hale,�dolly�hall,�laura�hammitt,�rise�harris,�michael�heinrich,�meghan�helsel,�anne�and�basil�henderson,�Jeanne�herrick,�Janine�higgs,�

orít�hodarkovsky,�karen�Jackson,�emma�Jackson,�kristi�James,�bita�Javadizadeh,�nan�Johnson,�amita�kalra,�ron�kapise,�Jennifer�kent,�amit�

khana,� punita� khanna,� michael� king,� susanne� klevorick,� michael� koenigs,� sanni� kotamaki,� deborah� lash,� beatrice� laufer,� eileen� lawrence,�

andre�lembong,�kathleen�lind,�bruna�lo�castro,�sofia�lorraine,�catherine�ludlow,�matt�ludmer,�terence�lupton,�alexandra�macdowell,�terry�

mackin,�vicki�and�ed�malloy,�bernardo�mandri,�peggy�marx,�lorraine�matovina,�Jen�may,�hillary�mcguire,�nina�meade,�michael�melita,�sally�michler,�

anne�miller,�paul�mischenko,�gregory�morehead,�soroya�mundy,�vaidya�nathan,�farzan�nematollah,�allyson�and�pedro�noguera,�sean�o’connor,�

teresa�o’neil,�martha�o’neill,�rebecca�o’neill,�robert�oates,�margie�orenstein,�abigail�palanca,�lawrence�pamphilon,�linda�parmet,�eric�parris,�

amy�parrish,�tiffany�persons,�gail�piasecki,�cheryl�pipia,�matthew�pisanelli,�Jane�pitt,�carla�porch,�natalie�pray,�dan�Quintaliano,�harley�raiff,�

robert�ramsey,�Jeffrey�rathgeber,�simon�rawlinson,�Jacqueline�reisberg,�fred�reiter,�mary�Jo�riddle,�eric�ripper,�eric�rusch,�karen�sadik-

khan,�michael�salem,�andrea�and�francis�schanne,�andrew�scott,�r.�scott�creighton,�nicholas�seaver,�amanda�segura,�elisheva�shalom,�david�

shapiro,�carl�shapiro,�matthew�shay,�anna�simon,�christin�smith,�dale�smith,�mete�sozer,�William�spooner,�dale�steinback,�al�stepan,�derek�

stevens,�mary�stevens,�sydney�thayer,�stephen�thornton,�scott�torgan,�mona�ueda,�richard�valenzuela,�eric�van�orman,�edgar�volfson,�silvia�

and�steven�Wacker,�devani�Wagner,�ted�Wallace,�kathleen�Wasson,�nancy�Watkins,�Jieun�Wax,�mindy�Weisel,�karen�Werner,�meredith�Whittaker,�

harry�Wilson,�pamela�Woodruff-gale,�richard�Wortzel,�John�Wright,�rongquan�yang�

the David Lynch Foundation wants to thank the hundreds of donors – too many to list – who made gifts under $250. 

We couldn’t do it without you!



our�board�//

David Lynch, Founder and Chairman; filmmaker //�John Hagelin, Ph.D, President; Harvard-trained quantum physicist and 

public-policy expert // Bob Roth, Executive Director; author and international expert on Transcendental Meditation // 

Jeffrey Abramson, Partner, Tower Companies // Rona Abramson, International trustee of the Transcendental Meditation 

technique for women and girls // Ramani Ayer, Retired chairman and CEO, Hartford Financial Services // Bob Jones, CIO 

and chairman, System Two Advisors // Joni Steele Kimberlin, Writer, editor, and producer of Third Fire Films // Arthur 

Liebler, Retired senior vice president of marketing and communications, Daimler Chrysler Corporation // Nancy Liebler, 

Ph.D., Professor, Michigan School of Professional Psychology // Joanna Plafsky, Established international film producer 

and distributor // Barry Scherr, Founder and president, Sundar Corporation // Jill Black, Director Stanley and Joyce Black 

Family Foundation



our�staff�//

Bob Roth, Executive Director // Chris Busch, Co-director of Development and Expansion, DLF Chicago // Julia Busch, Co-

director of Development and Expansion, DLF Chicago //�Jamie Grant, Ed.D., Director of Programs //�Sam Johnson, Chief 

of Staff // Sam Lieb, Creative Director, DLF Television // Aprajita Kalra, Chief Financial Officer // Lynn Kaplan, Director, DLF 

Los Angeles // Linda Mainquist, Co-director, Center for Leadership Performance // Mario Orsatti, Co-director, Center for 

Leadership Performance // Fredda L. Plesser, Executive Vice President // Adam Pressman, Director of Media Production 

and Development, DLF Television // Karen Wenderoff, National Director of Development



216 E 45th Street, Suite 1301 | New York, NY 10017 | 212.644.9880

info@davidlynchfoundation.org | davidlynchfoundation.org


